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QUESTION NO: 1

A GIS analyst has a feature class containing property boundaries and a table containing the names of the owners of that 
property. Many properties have more than one owner. The analyst must publish this data to ArcGIS Online and show which 
owners are associated with which property in a pop-up window.

What should the analyst set up before publishing?

A. Join

B. Relate

C. Relationship class

D. Spatial Join

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 2

An ArcGIS user is preparing for a field data collection project. The data collected in the field will be used to dispatch 
maintenance workers tasked with repairing road hazards. The project has the following requirements.

 Manage the data in the dispatch center

 Support multiple editors

 Provide editor tracking

 Collect attributes and photos of the hazard

Which ArcGIS product should be used to host the service?

A. ArcGIS Online

B. Collector for ArcGIS

C. ArcGIS Desktop

D. ArcGIS Enterprise

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 3
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An ArcGIS user creates a map of airline routes from a single city to several other cities. The user wants to indicate the 
relative flight times to reach the different cities.

What projection should be used?

A. Lambert Conformal Conic

B. Azimuthal Equidistant

C. Albers Equal Area

D. Eckert II

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 4

A GIS analyst regularly sends data to contractors. The datasets are stored in an enterprise geodatabase. The GIS analyst 
will prepare either a file geodatabase or shapefile depending on the contractor. Only a certain subset of the dataset should 
be sent, and this process will be scripted.

Which tool should the GIS analyst use to meet all requirements?

A. Copy

B. Append

C. Feature Class To Feature Class

D. Table To Table

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 5

An ArcGIS user has two feature classes. One is spatially inaccurate but contains accurate tabular data. The other is spatially 
accurate but contains inaccurate tabular data. The ArcGIS user needs a single feature class that incorporates the most 
accurate spatial and attribute data from both sources.

Which process should the ArcGIS user employ to accomplish this?

A. Join Fields

B. Transfer Attributes

C. Copy Features

D. Load Data
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ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 6

How should a GIS technician repair all broken data sources in a map at once?

A. Right-click Folders in the Project pane > Make a new folder connection > Navigate to the new file geodatabase location

B. Right-click Databases in the Project pane > Add Database > Navigate to the new file geodatabase location

C. Click the red exclamation point in the Contents pane > Change Data Source > Browse to new source

D. Click a broken layer in the Contents pane > Data Ribbon > Export Features

ANSWER: C 

Explanation:

Reference: http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.3/map/working-with-layers/repairing-brokendata-links.htm

QUESTION NO: 7

When adding a new layer to ArcMap, an ArcGIS user gets a Geographic Coordinate System Warning dialog box.

What should the user do to resolve this issue?

A. Check the Don't Warn Me Again check box on the dialog box

B. Project the layer to match the geographic coordinate system of all other layers in the data frame

C. Set a geographic transformation in the data frame properties

D. Define the coordinate system of the layer to match the coordinate system of the data frame

ANSWER: D 

Explanation:

Reference: http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.3/map/working-with-arcmap/geographiccoordinate-systems-warning.htm

QUESTION NO: 8

When a file geodatabase feature class is exported to a shapefile, which property can be lost?

A. Spatial Reference

B. Field names that contain numbers
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C. Attribute Domains

D. Values in a float field

ANSWER: C 

Explanation:

Reference: http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.3/manage-data/shapefiles/geoprocessingconsiderations-for-shapefile-
output.htm

QUESTION NO: 9

Project specifications require that when features are queried and edited, users must have seamless access to associated 
plans and images for each feature. Specifications also require that the plans and images be stored in the geodatabase.

How can the technician associate and view the plans and images?

A. Configure Pop-ups elements

B. Enable and Add Attachments

C. Use a graphic file as a thumbnail

D. Load elements into BLOB field

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 10

How can an ArcGIS Pro user display 2D polygons with height in 3D?

A. Use a single attribute or build an expression to extrude the polygons

B. Use the z-mode in the Edit tab to add z-values to the polygons

C. Add the features as a preset layer to a scene to display in 3D

D. Add the features to a 2D map and convert the map to a 3D scene

ANSWER: D 

Explanation:

Reference: https://communityhub.esriuk.com/geoxchange/2016/11/11/make-your-2d-data-look-3dwith-arcgis-pro
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